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"Nothing Above, Everything Below"
Zumbadores de la sierra Jémez
(Clear Creek, Sierra del Nacimiento)
-for Rudolfo Anaya

Zumbador boreal / Zumbador rufo
trochilidae - small bird
selasphorus - light bearer
platycercus / rufus
-broadtail
-rufous

~~~~~~~~~~~~
zooming wing trills slice forest
silence into aerial territories
bursts of fluttering mini-thunder-rolls
-this meadow is ours !
-that flower was yours !
-you belong to me !

~~~~~~~~~~~~
hummingbird dreams of paradise:
flowers all spring and summer, sugar for all,
well worth a three thousand mile migration
multi-millennial ice-age pilgrimage from
mesoamerican tropical forests,
their proliferation of hummers,
a species for every micro-season,
for every kind of flower?
flying north to claim boreal mountains and plains
conifer crowned, ponderosa to fir, to spruce,
with tundra meadows above or further north
wildflower blooms dripping with nectar enough
to guarantee the next generation
needles of the evergreen canopy
are strung with gossamer spider trails
everywhere, most visible at dawn
female hummers harvest it to weave
their lichen nests, spinning around
making them tight, waterproof
to source stronger threads they nest
by larger webs and beat the spiders to
the tiniest flies to in-source protein
only two or three species in these woods
instead of twenty to thirty back home
survival resides at home in movement,
persistence in motion, pursuit of nectar
in exchange for the gift of pollenization
two "zoomers" chose this montaigne route,
not hummers - but zumbadores in the
tropical south, known for their wing
thrashing bullroar barrage of sound
in prodigious displays of speed and prowess
competing males shoot up and disappear
then descend in vertiginous stoops
on collision course with the ground
suddenly zooming to a stop in sunlit patches
making their grey and tawny feathers flash
with brilliant greens - zumbador boreal
and shining copper - zumbador rufo
flashing metallic gorgets scarlet and gold

~~~~~~~~~~~~
in the Puebloan imagination, zoomers
shoot up to the clouds
to bring down the rain
as painted on water jars
their katsina wears a green beaked mask,
yellow on top, light turquoise body
with a ruff made of fir sprigs
in one tale, a demon loses a bet
with the sun who blinds him,
in anger he spews out hot lava
the earth catches fire and
zoomer shoots to the sky to
bring rain down and quench
the flames, flying through the rainbow,
rubbed with shining colors of promise

Navajo stories more pragmatic,
a Holy Person asked the
zoomers to fly past the sky
to report what was there:
-nothing above, everything below~~~~~~~~~~~~
hummingbird nightmares of paradise lost:
planet warming hastens first blooms early
dried and gone before the birds arrive
drought reduces bloom time
a desperate search for new flowers
in the worst of times they simply
fall asleep into torpor hibernation
and wake up with the rain, bringing
messages from the other side
especially from dead children and
ánimas benditas - blessed souls,
anything to revive and survive
hope and memory on the wing

~~~~~~~~~~~~
in their southern homeland
in the Nahua imagination,
they are also warriors
bills like tiny swords sparring
when warriors die in battle
their spirits disappear into the zenith
into the branches of the cosmic tree
then descend as hummingbirds
like arrows of light to taste
the blood of the living
nursing from women
and sacrificial wounds
gathering energy for their
celestial interventions
mediating life and death
~~~~~~~~~~~~
returing to self, I spy on gavilán,
sparrow hawk straggling across the sky,
looking over his shoulder warily, fleeing
from a threat invisible at a distance
coming into focus as five birds
land in a tree, hawk in the middle,
fearless zoomers on four sides
ánimas en pena, hovering talismans,
tiny valiant souls, keep us safe,
carry our prayers like smoke
take them to clouds and beyond
~~~~~~~~~~~~
bring us blessings, life, and rain
Notes:
"Nothing Above, Everything Below" is a "species poem" for the two kinds of "zoomers" that
frequented Rudolfo Anaya's casita in Jémez Springs in the summertime. He was deeply inspired by
the Jémez mountains, its peoples and creatures. Hummingbirds are so fascinating to all, that they easily
become commonplace. Clichés about them are difficult to overcome. This is the story of the
two zumbadores (Sp.) that migrate to breed in northern boreal forests. They do not hum, but rather
zoom with booming sonic trills, between cultures, between life and death. This memorial tribute
honors Anaya and his legendary generosity. He made his casita available as a writer's retreat for both
solitary and group work on creative projects, or for the simple pleasure of visiting with him. Crafted
by an anonymous potter in the 1890s, the Acoma water jar is a masterpiece. Image used with
permission of owner, who lives in the Jémez mountains.

Enrique R. Lamadrid taught folklore, literature, and cultural history at the University of New Mexico
from 1985–2009. His research interests include ethnopoetics, folklore and music, Chicano Literature,
bioregionalism, and cultural cartography. Lamadrid also edits the award-winning Querencias Series
at UNM Press. Querencia is a popular term in the Spanish-speaking world used to express love of
place and people. The UNM Alumni Association awarded him the Erna Fergusson Award in 2020. In
2019, he received the Premio Nacional "Enrique Anderson Imbert" de la Academia Norteamericana
de la Lengua Española in recognition of his advocacy for the Spanish language and traditions of Nuevo
México. That same year, the John D. Robb Award for Excellence in Music of the Southwest
acknowledged his dedication to music education and scholarship. In 2003, the prestigious Chicago
Folklore Prize honored his ethnography, Hermanitos Comanchitos: Indo-Hispano Rituals of Captivity
and Redemption and the American Folklore Society's Américo Paredes Prize applauded his cultural
activism and curatorial projects. This "species poem" is a memorial tribute to writer Rudolfo Anaya,
his inspirational literary works in every genre, his graciousness and humility as a cultural leader, and
his generosity to students and colleagues everywhere. It was a distinct honor to collaborate with him
on many projects.

